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FOR D:1MEDIATE RELEASE

AUGUST 6, 1976

Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE
TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:
Pursuant to Public Law 94-104; I am submittin~ my
fifth periodic report on the pror.ress of the Cyprus
negotiations and the efforts this Administration is making
to help find a lasting solution to the problems of the
island. In :previous reports I have emphasized my strone:
desire to see a just and lasting settlement. I have reviewed
in detail the efforts this Administration has made to help
realize that achievement, and the progress that has beenmade thus far. I have indicated that while a Cyprus
solution cannot be dictated by the United States: or imposed
by any outside party; there are certain elements \'lhich are
considered essential to an eouitable settlement. These I
detailed for the Congress in -·my report of December 8 s 1975.
These essential elements have not changed. Nor has my
conviction, voiced in earlier reports? that real progress
can be achieved provided mutual distrust and suspicions are
set aside and both parties forego rhetoric which needlessly
hinders the search for a just settlement.
He have lost no opportunity to contribute to our cormnon
goal of achieving a Cyprus solution. I have discussed the
Cyprus problem at length with the Foreign Ministers of
Greece and Turkey. At the Sum~it Conference in Puerto Rico
in June 1976, I spoke about Cyprus with leaders of the major
industrial nations. Secretary Kissinger has also devoted
considerable effort to achievin[" a favorable atmos:phere for
discussions, continuing personally to press our views at the
hi~hest levels in Athens and Ankara.
Our Ambassadors in
Greece, Turkey and Cyprus have worked unstintinrly to help
brinr, the two sides together in an atmosphere of true
ne~otiation: and we have strongly and continuously supported
the efforts of United Nations Secretary General Waldheim to
achieve this same end. In spite of all these efforts~ we
have been unsuccessful thus far in rettin~ the parties to
set aside procedural problems and to move on to discussions
of the key substantive issues~ such as territory.
The process of finding a solution to the Cycrus problem
has been carried for'!trarcl through intercommunal talks betv.reen
the two Cypriot sides~ under the aegis of Secretary General
Waldheim. These talks have been in recess since February.
Lm"ler-level :·humanitarian r; talks, noi'r also in recess~ have
produced limited ?regress on subsidiary issues, but have
left the central points of contention unresolved. Meanwhile
new frictions continue to arise on the island as each side
seeks to maintain or improve its position~ either locally on
the island or on the wider international stage.
He continue to seek solutions for the ongoing humanitarian
problems of those who were displaced from their homes on Cyprus
by the conflict of 1974. The United States,, through the
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IDT High Commissioner for Refugees) has contributed some
$25 million in each of the past two years to help to alleviate
these problems. On Cyprus, new programs to provide housing
for those displaced are underway. ~Vith these prof!rams~ we
would hope that most of those Cypriots still living in
temporary d"l-'Tellings ~-- now down to about 10 percent of the
original number of refugees -- could be in nevr homes bv early
next year. In support of this effort our prop,ran of humanitarian
assistance will continue in th~ coming year.
Secretary General Waldheim 7 s Special Representative on
Cyprus, Ambassador Perez de Cuellar 3 has recently engag;ed in
discussions in Ankara. Athens and Nicosia with a view to
developing a basis for an early resumption of the intercommunal
talks. The United. States has strongly su!)ported these efforts
and will remain in close contact with the Secretary General
in the days immediately ahead.
On July 29 of this year I met with Bulent Ecevit,
the Turkish opposition leader, and stressed the compelling
need for a more conciliatory approach by both sides.
Moreover, we have again been active with our European allies
to insure that all avenues are explored in the search ~or a
settlement.
Though there are many proposals for a settlement of
the situation on Cyprus, the only solution which will restore
domestic tranquility for all the citizens of that island is
one which they work out among themselves. We are dedicatin~
our efforts to assisting in the resumption of negotiations
which will achieve the goal we share -- an equitable and just
peace on Cyprus. This Administration" with the su~oort of
the Congress, will continue actively to encourage that process
in every way possible.

GERALD R. FORD

THE WHITE HOUSE,
AUGUST 6,
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